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MATCH

Match is  an established and progressive design-
focused developer and is  par t  of  M/Group. It  has
built  a  strong following for its  succession of bold 
and intuitive designs,  raising the bar in signature
urban living for over 17  years.

The company was born on a mission to defend
Per th’s streetscapes from the bland and ‘cookie-
cutter ’  apar tment developments emerging when 
apar tment dwelling was at  its  infancy.  It  set out 
to demonstrate the impor tance of good design 
and urban architecture,  and its  impact on the
urban environment.  As a result,  Match has
been instrumental  in reinvigorating key suburbs
throughout Per th along with developing landmark 
buildings and restoring heritage treasures.

Match works to a proven and distinctive formula
that has endured changing market conditions,  and 
delivered high quality,  considered residences that 
have effectively  helped alter the perception of 
apar tment and terrace living.

We see design as a delicate balancing act that seeks 
to address aesthetic,  social ,  heritage,  statutor y, 
environmental  and amenity aspects.

Ultimately,  Match creates beautiful  spaces for the 
way people live today.

M/CONSTRUCTION

M/Construction is  an innovative,  boutique design 
and construction provider with an uncompromising
stance on safety,  quality,  transparency and
client deliver y.

M/Group wanted to ensure full  quality  control 
for its  projects,  from concept to post completion.
The company was adamant that quality  could only be 
delivered if  managed from a single source and from
this M/Construction was born.  Since 2010, 
M/Construction has delivered design,  construction 
and management services from luxur y homes 
through to multi-storey developments for a
range of clients.  The breadth of our experience 
in the industr y and reputation means that we 
are respected as one of Per th’s pre-eminent 
construction companies.

To date,  we have been responsible for building five 
Match developments including M/24 Apar tments
where it  received the Master Builder Award for Best 
Multi-Unit  Development between $10-20 million.  The 
business also incorporates a maintenance and minor
works arm, attracting major Government and private 
contracts,  and continues to work both with and
independent of Match and M/Group projects.

Through sophisticated craftsmanship and a 
corporate accountable mindset we ensure peace of 
mind and accountability  through ever y stage of the
construction and beyond.

© 2018 M/Group. This brochure has been prepared in
good faith however the accuracy of the information is  not 
warranted by the developer.  Recipients of  the brochure 
should make their  own enquiries and refer to the Contract 
of  Sale.  Building perspectives,  plans,  fixtures and finishes
contained herein are indicative only.

MATCH

Tel:  +61 (0)8 6380 0400

Tel:  +61 (0)432 660 066

Email :  info@itsamatch.com.au
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23 contemporary terrace 
homes, surround a lush  
landscaped laneway.
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